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Prepared by Ken Keller kkeller1976@comcast.net 

*Students should always be prompted, probed, so to speak, to answer the WHY question when responding to 
geographic inquiry J  

 

Question #1:  As we reach the end of the year 2019 it would be interesting to have students look back at what 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/12/28/10-conflicts-to-watch-in-2019-yemen-syria-afghanistan-south-sudan-
venezuela-ukraine-nigeria-cameroon-iran-israel-saudi-arabia-united-states-china-kurds-ypg/ predicted would be 
the most significant geopolitical risks of 2019 when they published their list back in January, 2019. Have students 
discuss how accurate these predictions were? What is missing, etc.? 

 

Question 2: As a discussion related to a current/relevant issue, what are the implications of the Chinese creating 
more man made islands in the South China Sea. Also, the associated ramifications of Chinese/U.S. relations 
associated with this decision by the Chinese. 

For an associated great resource see the following collection of stories, both recent and from the most recent past 
from the South China Post @ https://www.scmp.com/topics/south-china-sea  

 

Question #3: Use the following “night lights” web site and focus in on the Korean peninsula. 

https://www.gislounge.com/new-map-of-the-earths-night-lights/  

What are some human geographic factors which cause this satellite image of the Korean peninsula to look the way it 
does?  

 Example #1 Example #2 Example #3 

Politically    

Culturally    

Economically    

Urban/Rural?    

Alternative/additional question; in relation to the Nation-State concept in our course. How would one describe the two 
countries located on the Korean peninsula? How does this image reflect the current geopolitical situation taking place on 
the peninsula and its relationship to potential conflict? 

As an extension: evaluate other areas of the world on the night lights map and have students fill in the table accordingly.  

As an extension: have students look at the same map and/or the article and map noted below and discuss how the blank 
spots might represent poverty or other socio/economic and/or political geographic concepts. 

http://www.citylab.com/housing/2016/08/how-darkness-illuminates-the-rural-poor-maps/493604/  

 



As a great resource, check out our Chief Reader Seth Dixon’s presentation from NCGE/NCSS/TCSS last Sunday morning 
in Austin on bringing the world into your APHG classroom: Focus on South Korea. Lots of great information can be 
found @ https://www.scoop.it/topic/geography-education 

Many thanks Seth for sharing this with the greater APHG community! 

 

Question #4: Have students pick a border/boundary issue from the following map and discuss what the reasons 
might be as to why they would build these specific fortifications? 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/09/daily-chart-10?fsrc=rss  

Sign up for 5 free articles per month from The Economist or pay for premium content. Lots of great resources are 
provided there.  

OR Check out this exceptional site from the Associated Press with curated articles related to current territorial disputes @ 
https://apnews.com/Territorialdisputes  

As a follow up/enrichment activity debrief with your students FRQ #1 from the 2012 APHG exam which is related to the 
topics of walls and their associated boundaries and borders.  

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/repository/ap_frq_human_geo_2012.pdf 

 

Question #5: Ask your students which 1-2 APHG topics they have learned about since the beginning of the year 
which have/has left the MOST lasting impact on them. Basically, what they believe is the most important 1-2 
topics/concepts, etc. they will have a hard time forgetting when they come back after break.  

See if they can come up with an application/example of these topics. AND/OR they can make a connection to OTHER 
APHG topics from a different unit. This is also an excellent way to review for any end of semester finals, exams, etc. your 
students may have to take J  

 

Will be back here next week for one more week of bell ringers before final exams! KK 


